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I.

Introductory

A. Scope
Contrary to the principle of the procedure laid down in the Internal Rules that “the ECCC
proceeding shall be…adversarial,”1 The ECCC adopted current Cambodia legal procedure,
which follows civil law tradition.2 This memorandum discusses whether it is a correct decision
for the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia (“ECCC”) to use the civil criminal
justice system as opposed to the common law criminal justice system? Why or why not?
Specifically, this memorandum considers the pros and cons of the various aspects of the tribunal
adopting civil law tradition instead of common law traditions in a hybrid court as ECCC in the
Cambodian context.
B. Summary of Conclusion
a. It is a correct decision for the ECCC to adopt the civil criminal justice tradition as
opposed to the common law criminal justice tradition in most aspects of the
proceeding;
b. To make the tribunal fully functional, the ECCC should make adjustments on civil
law traditions when circumstances require;
c. Being a hybrid court in the context of Cambodia, the ECCC has been and would
likely continue to be vulnerable to domestic political interference, compromising its
judicial independence. No matter which criminal law system the tribunal adopts.
II.

Factual Background

A. Overview of Cambodian legal system

Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia: Internal Rules, Rev.9, as revised 16 January 2015 (“Internal
Rules”), Rule 21 (1)(a). [Electronic copy provided in accompanying USB flash drive at Source 3]
1

2

Id. Preamble.

9

i.

The history of Cambodian legal system

The Cambodian legal system has evolved from unwritten customary law to late more
formal and written statutory law.3 French colonization of Cambodia had a great impact on the
whole country of Cambodia from 1863 to 1953, including its legal system.4 The current Code of
Criminal Procedure was promulgated in 2007 and based on the French system.5
During the Khmer Rouge regime from 1975 to 1979, the entire Cambodia legal system
was overthrown.6 The dictatorial regime not only dismantled the then existing laws and judicial
framework, it also prosecuted legal professionals during this national purging, making sure to
eradicate the old legal system and make room for the new radical communist revolution.7
Following the Khmer Rouge regime purging, Cambodian legal system was in vacuum
situation.8 On January 7th, 1979, Vietnam started invasion of Cambodia. During Vietnam
occupation, the then newly shaped legal system of Cambodia was greatly influenced by the
Vietnamese legal system.9
In February 1992, the United Nations Transitional Authority in Cambodia (“UNTAC”)
was established.10 As its name indicates, UNTAC was intended for a transitional period. With

3

Hor Peng, Kong Phallack & Jörg Menzel, Introduction to Cambodian Law, at 7. [Electronic copy provided in
accompanying USB flash drive at Source 10]
4

Id.

5

Id. at 442.

6

Id. at 7.

7

Id. at 8.

8

Id.

9

Id.

10

Id.

10

foreign aid assistance, a number of laws were promulgated and enacted during this period of
time, criminal law and judicial law were among them.11
ii.

Current Cambodian legal system

The history shaped the current legal system of Cambodia. It is easy to see the current
legal system as an amalgamation of Cambodian customs, the civil legal tradition (an influence
from French colonization), and the common law tradition, which was an effect of foreign
assistance to Cambodia’s legal reform.12
B. Khmer Rouge period in Cambodia
The Khmer Rouge regime took control of Cambodia on April 17, 1975 and ruled the
country until January 1979. While the Khmer Rouge was in power, 1.5 to 1.7 million
Cambodians died from diseases, starvation, execution or exhaustion from overwork,13 it was
about between a quarter and a third of the entire population of Cambodia at that time.14 It is by
far the second largest casualty figure resulting from genocide since the Holocaust, which is
estimated six million European Jews.15 The late conducted trials in the ECCC are the largest
international trial since the Nuremberg trial on terms of victims.
C. establishment of the ECCC

11

Id.

12

Id.

13

The number is still under debate, a multiple reports catalogued at http://www.mekong.net/cambodia/demcat.htm.
(last visited on Oct. 21, 2017).
14

Phillip Alston, International Legal Responses to the Holocaust and Genocide after Nuremburg, 8 B.C.Third
World L. J. 47, 52 (1988). [Electronic copy provided in accompanying USB flash drive at Source 11]
15

Documenting numbers of victims of the Holocaust and Nazi Persecution, Holocaust Encyclopedia,
https://www.ushmm.org/wlc/en/article.php?ModuleId=10008193. (last visited Oct. 27, 2017) [Electronic copy
provided in accompanying USB flash drive at Source 44]
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The Cambodian government requested assistance from the United Nations to bring to
trial the leaders of Democratic Kampuchea and those most responsible for the crimes committed
during the Khmer Rouge regime period from 17 April 1975 to 6 January 1979.16 On December
18, 2002, the General Assembly of the United Nations issued its resolution 57/228 recognizing
the concern of the Cambodian government and its efforts to bring justice and reconciliation to
the nation following the Democratic Kampuchea.17
Different concerns of the Cambodian government and the UN made the following
negotiation protracted and many times at the verge of collapse.18 UN’s concern was the Tribunal
should apply international standards of justice and due process, while the Cambodian
government insisted that the Tribunal should employ the Cambodian domestic legal structure and
Cambodian domestic criminal law.19 Finally, UN and Cambodian government came to terms
with each other, the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia was established in 2004.
The tribunal was designed to be a hybrid domestic court, encompassing both national and
international elements in the structure and various judicial proceedings.20
The Cambodian government and UN also adopted documents laying out the mission of
the Tribunal and how the Tribunal will be operating. One document is Agreement Concerning
the Prosecution under Cambodian Law of Crimes Committed during the Period of Democratic

16

Internal Rules, Preamble.

17

Id.

18

Report of the Secretary-General on Khmer Rouge Trials, UN Doc. No. A/57/769, 31 Mar. 2003, para. 7.
[Electronic copy provided in accompanying USB flash drive at Source 45]
19

Jessica Peake, A Spectrum of International Criminal Procedure: Shifting Patterns of Power Distribution in
International Criminal Courts and Tribunals, 26 Pace Int’l L. Rev., 182, 221 (2014). [Electronic copy provided in
accompanying USB flash drive at Source 12]
20

Id. at 222-223.
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Kampuchea, U.N.-Cambodia, June 6, 2003 (“UN/Cambodia Agreement”),21 the other is Law on
the Establishment of Extraordinary Chamber in the Courts of Cambodia for the Prosecution of
Crimes Committed during the Period of Democratic Kampuchea, October 27, 2004 (“Law”).22
According to the Agreement, the jurisdiction of the ECCC is over the “senior leaders of
Democratic Kampuchea and those who were most responsible” for the crimes committed
between January 7, 1975 and April 20, 1979.23 Specifically, the ECCC law grants the Tribunal
power to prosecute person who, from 17 April 1975 to 6 January 1979, committed (1) crimes
under the 1956 Penal Code;24 (2) crimes of genocide as defined in the Convention on the
Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide of 1948;25 (3) crimes against humanity;26
(4) or ordered the commission of grave breaches of the Geneva Conventions of 12 August
1949;27 (5) destruction of cultural property during armed conflict to the 1954 Hague Convention
for Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict;28 (6) crimes against

21

Agreement between the United Nations and the Royal Government of Cambodia concerning the Prosecution
under Cambodian Law of Crimes Committed during the Period of Democratic Kampuchea, resolution 57/228 of
December 2002. (“UN/Cambodia Agreement”) [Electronic copy provided in accompanying USB flash drive at
Source 1]
22

Law on Establishment of the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia for the Prosecution of Crimes
committed during the Period of Democratic Kampuchea, with inclusion of amendments as promulgated on 27
October 2004 (NS/RKM/1004/006) (“ECCC Law”). [Electronic copy provided in accompanying USB flash drive at
Source 2]
23

UN/Cambodia Agreement, art. 1.

24

ECCC Law. art. 3.

25

Id. art. 4.

26

Id, art. 5.

27

Id. art. 6.

28

Id. art. 7.
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internationally protected persons pursuant to the Vienna Convention of 1961 on Diplomatic
Relations.29
Like all other judicial system, the Tribunal was composed of trial court and appellate
court, but the composition of these courts demonstrates the unique feature of this hybrid
international institution. The Trial Chamber composed of five judges, of whom three are
Cambodian judges and two foreign judges.30 The Supreme Court Chamber serves as both
appellate and the highest final court. It is composed of seven judges, of whom four are
Cambodian judges and three foreign judges.31
The Internal Rules which the ECCC has adopted consolidate relevant Cambodian rules of
procedure and evidence before the Tribunal. The Internal Rules allow the Tribunal to look
beyond Cambodian procedure “where these existing procedures do not deal with a particular
matter, or if there is uncertainty regarding their interpretation or application, or if there is a
question regarding their consistency with international standards.”32
From the intended mixed composition of the Tribunal’s judicial structure and the Internal
Rules it adopted, it is easy to conclude that the ECCC was neither designed nor operated as a
pure civil law tribunal; instead, the designer adopted Cambodia legal system, which is civil law
system, as the primary operating system. As other international criminal tribunals, the ECCC
also borrows some international law and legal standards.33 It is the position of this memorandum

29

Id. art. 8.

30

Id. art. 9.

31

Id.

32

Internal Rules, preamble.

33

Id.
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that this it is a right decision to choose civil law system as the primary system and common law
as supplementary if needed. The reason will be laid out in the following.
III.

Law and Analysis
Most of the nations around of the world have adopted civil law tradition, while a

relatively small number of nations follow the common law tradition which evolved in England.34
Basically, the civil law system adopts an inquisitorial model while the common law system an
adversarial model.35 These two legal systems differ not only structurally but also procedurally.36
Furthermore, the civil law system focuses on finding the objective truth, while the common law
system the just outcome.37
Historically being distinguished and contrasted in various respects, but as noted by many
legal scholars, the distinctions between the current civil and common law are less apparent than
in the past, as they borrow from each other.38 It is hardly an innovation that the merging of civil
and common law traditions in the international arena.39

34

William Tetley, Mixed Jurisdictions: Common Law v. Civil Law (Codified and Uncodified), 60 LA. L. REV. 677,
684 (1999). [Electronic copy provided in accompanying USB flash drive at Source 13]
35

Peake, Supra note19, at 191.

36

Id.

37

Id.

38

See generally Democrat? Freedom? Justice? Law? What's all this? Economist, Dec. 31, 1999. [Electronic copy
provided in accompanying USB flash drive at Source 43]; Richard. H. Helmholz, Continental Law and Common
Law: Historical Strangers or Companions?, 1990 Duke Law Journal 1207 (1990) [Electronic copy provided in
accompanying USB flash drive at Source 14]; Abraham S. Goldstein, Reflections on Two Models: Inquisitorial
Themes in American Criminal Procedure, 26 Stan. L. Rev. 1009, 1026 (1974). [Electronic copy provided in
accompanying USB flash drive at Source 15]
39

Robert Christensen, Getting to Peace by Reconciling Notions of Justice: The Importance of Considering
Discrepancies between Civil and Common Legal Systems in the Formation of the International Criminal Court, 6
UCLA J. Int'l L. & Foreign Aff. 391, 400 (2001). [Electronic copy provided in accompanying USB flash drive at
Source 16]
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As discussed in prior text, the ECCC, a hybrid institution, has adopted civil law system as
the primary legal system. The following discussions demonstrate that the participants, their
designated roles in the whole process and the unique procedural devices make the civil law
system a better choice than common law system in the context of Cambodia; the more flexible
evidence rules also add to the appeal of civil law system.
A. Prosecutor
i.

Prosecutor: civil law vs. common law

A prosecutor in civil law system is tasked with investigating both inculpatory and
exculpatory evidence,40 which is in line with their mission of finding the objective truth.41
During investigation, prosecutors have limited investigatory power and are often subject to
judicial supervision.42
In pure traditional civil law system, the prosecutor initiates an inquiry and later passes it
to an investigating judge, who then pursues the inquiries with his judicial discretion with almost
no restriction.43 In less traditional civil law system, the prosecutor discharges his investigatory
power under judicial monitoring.44 The prosecutorial discretion a prosecutor has is much
restricted.45 For example, guilty plea is never an option in civil law system, as the prosecution
must take place whenever sufficient evidence exists to prove the guilt of the accused.46 The

40

Peake, Supra note 19, at 195.

41

Id.

42

Goldstein, supra note 38, at 1019.

43

Id.

44

Peake, Supra note 19, at 192.

45

Yehonatan Givati, the Comparative Law and Economics of Plea Bargaining: Theory and Evidence, at 2.
[Electronic copy provided in accompanying USB flash drive at Source 17]
46

Id.
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confession of the accused can be admitted as evidence, but it is the court that determines guilt,
not the defendant or the prosecution.47In common law system, the court still must accept the
guilty plea and determine guilt.
In contrast to his counterpart in civil law system, a prosecutor in common law system
enjoys much broader discretionary powers, often without any internal or external review or
supervision.48 It is rightly noted that it is not an exaggeration that in many American
jurisdictions, the prosecutor is the criminal system.49
A prosecutor in common law is not obligated to investigate exculpatory evidence for the
defense, but he does have a duty to disclose favorable evidence to the defense under the Brady50
rule, stemming from defense’s constitutional rights to due process.51 Instead, the prosecution and
defense both investigate their case, collect and present evidence, interview witnesses in order to
prove guilty or innocence of the defense.52 All these activities are conducted independently and
in a partisan fashion.53

47

Máximo Langer, From Legal Transplants to Legal Translations: The Globalization of Plea Bargaining and the
Americanization Thesis in Criminal Procedure, 45 HARV. INT’L L.J. 1, 11 (2004). [Electronic copy provided in
accompanying USB flash drive at Source 18]
48

Erik Luna and Marianne Wade, Prosecutors as Judges, 67 Wash. & Lee L. Rev. 1413, 1415 (2010). [Electronic
copy provided in accompanying USB flash drive at Source 19]
49

Id.

50

Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963).

51

Id. at 87.

52

See generally Mirjan R. Damaska, The Uncertain Fate of Evidentiary Transplants: Anglo-American and
Continental Experiments, 45 AM. J. COMP. L. 847 (1997). [Electronic copy provided in accompanying USB flash
drive at Source 20]
53

William Van Caenegem, Advantages and disadvantages of the adversarial system in criminal proceedings, Law
Faculty Publications. Paper 224, at 69 (1999). [Electronic copy provided in accompanying USB flash drive at
Source 21]
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ii.

Co-Prosecutors in the ECCC

The UN/Cambodia Agreement provides a Cambodian prosecutor and an international
prosecutor serve as Co-Prosecutors in the ECCC.54 They are required to act independently and
not allowed to “accept or seek instructions from any government or any other
source.”55Nevertheless, they are allowed to “seek the assistance of the Royal Government of
Cambodia if such assistance would be useful to the prosecution, and such assistance shall be
provided.”56
While ECCC Law provides all investigations are the responsibility of Co-Investigating
Judges,57 the Co-Prosecutors are tasked with “preliminary investigations” to determine “whether
evidence indicates that crimes within the jurisdiction of the ECCC have been committed and to
identify Suspects and potential witnesses.”58 Once the Co-Prosecutors “have reason to believe
that crimes within the jurisdiction of the ECCC have been committed, they shall open a judicial
investigation by sending an Introductory Submission to the Co-Investigating Judges.”59The CoProsecutors are also required to “disclose to the Co-Investigating Judges any material that…may
suggest the innocence or mitigate the guilt of the Suspect or the Charged Person or affect the
credibility of the prosecution evidence.”60This requirement reflects the prosecution’s obligation
in civil law tradition—seeking the truth, instead of adopting the partisan approach.

54

UN/Cambodia Agreement, art. 6 (1).

55

Id. art. 6(3).

56

ECCC Law, art. 20.

57

Id. art. 23.

58

Internal Rules, Rule 55 (1).

59

Id. Rule 53(1).

60

Id. Rule 53(4).
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The Co-Prosecutors are required to “prosecute in accordance with existing procedures in
force.”61 As explained in prior text, the existing procedures in Cambodia are modeled after civil
law system, as a result, the Co-Prosecutors are required to follow the civil law prosecution
procedures. Like other international tribunals, the ECCC Law adds international elements in the
prosecution by allowing the Co-Prosecutors to seek guidance from established procedure rules at
international level if necessary.62
Recall that the establishment of the ECCC is to bring the senior leaders of Democratic
Kampuchea and those most responsible for the violations of domestic and international criminal
laws to trial. This whole proceedings before the ECCC should be an objective-truth-finding
process. While the prosecutor in common law, whose image is always a zealous advocate of
government, carrying its partisan goal of convicting the accused for the alleged crime or some
crime through plea bargain. The ECCC is better equipped to achieve the overall goal by adopting
civil law prosecution, which is more in line with the ultimate goal of the ECCC. Having the
prosecution being impartial, instead of partisan, is very important in achieving this goal.
Another benefit of placing prosecution in a neutral position is to insure a fair trial. The
time lapse between the commission of the crimes and bringing of these crimes to trial is a big
challenge for all parties. It is time and resource consuming to collect all evidences and witness
for cases which happened almost 40 years ago. Compared with individual defendant and civil
parties, prosecution has more resources from Cambodia government and international
community, the dramatic imbalance of resources of opposing parties would very likely impair

61

ECCC Law, art. 20.

Id. (the ECCC Law allows the international references under three situations “if these existing procedures do not
deal with a particular matters, or if there is uncertainty regarding their interpretation or application or if there is a
question regarding their consistency with international standards.”)
62

19

the defense effectively defensing his case. Impartial Co-Prosecutors could remedy this potential
undesired impact.
Adopting an impartial prosecution system is also a more economical way of conducting
effective, thorough investigation in the Cambodian background. If the ECCC let the defense do
their own investigation, collect evidence, interview witness and invite expert, to accomplish a
fair trial, the government and the international community would be obligated to finance these
activities. As will be discussed later, the ECCC has always been dealing with financial strain,
having a neutral investigation organ to conduct all the investigation is a more practical and
sensible design for the ECCC.
Judicial control over the prosecutorial discretion is another appeal of civil law tradition.
The ECCC has set multiple mechanism to make sure the decision to indict and prosecute an
individual is the result of thorough investigation and deliberation. The supervision from other
judicial organs, like chamber judges and investigating judges can greatly reduce the chances of
any arbitrary or false prosecution.
B. Judicial investigation—Co-Investigating Judges
The Office of Co-Investigating Judge is an independent judicial office in the ECCC.63
The main component of the Office is Co-Investigating Judges.64 Like the Co-Prosecutors, there
are also two Investigating Judges, one Cambodian and one International.65The ECCC removed
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most of the investigatory power from the Co-Prosecutors and defense and placed it in the hands
of the Co-Investigating judges.66
As the Co-Prosecutors, the Co-Investigating Judges are also required to identify both
inculpatory and exculpatory evidence.67Even though tasked with carrying out most of the
investigatory power, the investigation of Co-Investigating Judges is limited to “the facts set out
in an Introductory Submission or a Supplementary Submission” prepared by the CoProsecutors.68If the Co-Investigating Judges uncover new facts they must refer the facts to CoProsecutors and ask for a Supplementary Submission.69The Co-Investigating Judges have the
power to charge any suspects named in the Introductory Submission or anyone against whom
there is “clear and consistent evidence” that this individual responsible for the crimes alleged in
the Submissions.70 Like the Co-Prosecutors, the Co-Investigating Judges are also allowed to look
beyond the current Cambodian procedures within the same framework laid down for CoProsecutors.71
Finally, the Co-Investigating Judges close the investigation by either indicting a charged
person or dismissing the case.72In this regard, the Co-Investigating Judges share the role of
Grand Jury in US criminal system. The Co-Investigating-Judges’ final decision is not bound by
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the Co-Prosecutor’s submission.73 Again, this shows the much limited prosecutorial discretion of
prosecution in civil law tradition and in the ECCC. Unlike the common law tradition, the CoProsecutors and Co-Investigating Judges jointly participate in the investigation and the exercise
of prosecutorial discretion, with more power allocated to the Co-Investigating Judges.
Like the Co-Prosecutors, the Co-Investigating Judges benefit the ECCC in the same way,
which will not be repeated here.
C. Pre-Trial Chamber
In the ECCC, the Pre-Trial Chamber is consisted of five judges, three Cambodians and
two Internationals. Among all its obligations in the ECCC, one is to settle the differences
between the Co-Prosecutors and Co-Investigating Judges while a case is still under
investigation.74 The other jurisdiction of the Pre-Trial Chamber include Co-Prosecutor’s appeals
against decisions of the Co-Investigating Judges, applications to annual investigative action, and
other appeals.75 The Pre-Trial Chamber also hears motions and appeals against orders issued by
the Co-Investigating Judges in investigating stage, but there is no appeal against the decision of
the Pre-Trial Chamber regarding the dispute settlement between the Co-Investigating Judges.76
And any decisions of the Pre-Trail Chamber requires an affirmative vote of at least four out of
five judges.77
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Obviously, the Pre-Trial Chamber functions partly to reduce the prosecutorial discretion
of prosecution and to review the Co-Investigating Judges’ decisions and orders on investigation
issues arising during the investigation. The Pre-Trail Chamber is like an appeal court in common
law, but more focus on factual issues. I think the adoption of Pre-Trail Chamber serves the
ECCC well. It provides the investigating office and prosecutors an avenue to solve some
disagreements in early stage of the proceeding, instead of keeping them waiting until trial. It
serves the channel function of legal resources of the ECCC while saving time.
D. The Trial Chamber Judges
i.

Judge: civil law vs. common law

The role of judge in civil law system is probably the most drastic departure from the
common law system. Unlike a judge in common law system, often described as “passive
umpire”, judges in civil law system play a more active role in the whole proceeding.78 With the
assistance of prosecutor and investigating officials, judge not only participates in, but also directs
investigation and administrative processes, “assuring that the merits of guilt and penalty are
correctly assessed.”79The civil law judge decides both fact and law, there is no jury.80The civil
law advocates “have no power of initiative after they have presented the claims and defense in
the pleadings, except with the consent of the judge.”81
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While in common law, judges are not responsible for uncovering the truth, but to “decide
between competing presentations of evidence and law that are tendered by the advocates.”82
ii.

Trial Chamber Judges in the ECCC

The Trial Chamber is composed of five judges, of whom three Cambodian judges and
two International judges.83
At the beginning of the trail phase—the initial hearing, the Trial Chamber has very broad
discretion over the management of the proceeding. For example, the Chamber may reject the
request to summon certain witnesses where it “considers that the hearing of a proposed witness
or expert would not be conducive to the good administration of justice.”84
During the trial, on its own initiative, the Chamber judge can “summon or hear any
person as a witness or admit any new evidence which it deems conducive to ascertaining the
truth.”85Another mechanic the Chamber judges could use to manage the proceeding is by
reducing the scope of the trial. Internal Rules allow the Chamber to exclude certain facts set out
in the Indictment, as long as the remaining facts are representative of the scope of the
indictment.86
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Furthermore, during the trail, the defense could be questioned by Co-Prosecutors and
other participating parties and their lawyers, subject to the permission of the President, who is
one of the judge in the Chamber.87
The Chamber judges hear the civil parties, witnesses and experts, not in the order
prescribed by the parties, but in the order it deems useful.88
The Trial Chamber may order additional investigations when it deems necessary.89 For
the additional investigation, the Chamber judges can:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Go anywhere within the territorial jurisdiction of the ECCC;
Interview witnesses;
Conduct searches;
Seize any evidence; or
Order expert opinions.90

The activities covered in the list demonstrate the much expanded role of trial judge in the
ECCC.
In the judgement, as long as no new constitutive elements being introduced, the Chamber
may even change the legal characterization of the crime in the indictment.91
A conviction in the ECCC requires “the affirmative vote of at least four judges.”92 The
accused must be acquitted if the required majority is not reached.93 This is much like jury
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verdict, except the latter one is composed of lay people and requires unanimity to convict an
accused.
It is easy to see that the judges in the Trail Chamber play a much active role in the trial,
which is in line with their judicial task of ascertaining the truth, instead of overseeing the
partisan play of the prosecution and defense. This mode fits the ECCC better in the context of the
Cambodia. First, it is in line with the whole civil law tradition which requires judges being more
active in the whole legal proceeding; second, it is sensible to have judge as both the fact-finder
and law decider, which will be explained in later text; third, as discussed later, due to the fact
that there is only one appellate court in the ECCC, it is reasonable to assign more authority to the
Trail Chamber and have case more thoroughly litigated during trial as the Trial Chamber deems
necessary.
E. The Supreme Court Chamber
i.

Appellate court: civil law vs. common law

The right to appeal, either statutory or constitutional, against criminal conviction and
sentence is increasingly common now around the world.94 The modern right to appeal primarily
serves to protect against miscarriage of justice.95 Due to historical reasons, under civil law
tradition, appellate court review is regarded as a continuation of the trail process.96 Accordingly,
in criminal case, the appeals against acquittals would not raise the controversy of double
jeopardy.97 When a party decides to appeal, the execution of the judgement of the lower court
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will automatically be stay.98 In addition, the appellate judges in civil law have more discretions
than its common law counterparts.99 Unlike common law, the civil appellate court values justice
in a particular case over certainty.100
The common law appellate courts limit the review scope in various aspects: generally
acquittals cannot be appealed; it is rather difficult to challenge factual findings in appellate court;
appellate courts do not review the case de novo, but identify errors of the lower court; the
appellate courts only consider evidence submitted to the lower court; last, the appellate courts are
not necessarily looking for “truth”, but correct any identifiable error.101
ii.

Appellate court in the ECCC

In the ECCC, the Supreme Court Chamber is the only and final appeal court. The
Supreme Court Chamber can hear appeal on the grounds of error of law, error of fact and
“discernible error in the exercise of the Trial Chamber’s discretion which results in prejudice to
the appellant.”102 To discharge its obligation, the Supreme Court Chamber may examine
evidence and call new evidence.103The Supreme Court Chamber even may change the legal
characterization of the crime adopted by the Trial Chamber.104
Like the civil law appellate court, the Supreme Court Chamber is granted great discretion
to not only review the lower court’s decision and evidence presented before the Trial Chamber,
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but also conduct their own investigation when necessary. I think the civil law tradition works
better than common law for appeal in the ECCC. The Supreme Court Chamber continues the
truth-finding task of the Trial Chamber when it start its review, this is in align with the ultimate
goal of civil law tradition. In addition, the cases before the ECCC is complicated and the
Cambodian people and the international community set high expectation over the ECCC, it is
sensible to grand the appellate court in the ECCC broad discretion to conduct the review and
investigation if needed to reach the ultimate goal of the tribunal. Further, the Supreme Court
Chamber is the only and last appellate court for many issues in a case, it should be granted more
discretion to thoroughly review and investigate any issue it deems necessary to discharge its
duty.
F. Defense
i.

Defense: civil law vs. common law

A defendant in civil law system is just a target of the investigation. Generally, they need
not take out any investigation action, the official investigators are required to provide the
exculpatory evidence to the defense. The defense can also request the official investigator to
gather evidence on its behalf.
In France, upon the request of the investigating magistrate, a person suspected of criminal
acts could be detained up to 24 hours or even 48 hours.105 Until recently, the suspect had no right
to legal advice during the detention.106Conversely, it has long been recognized as common law
right against self-incrimination in the face of police interrogation both in the United States and
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England. The United States Supreme Court has held that any criminal suspect who is subject to
custodial interrogation has to be informed of his right to remain silent and right to counsel, his
silence is not subject to adverse inference;107 while in England, a suspect has right to remain
silent, but subject to adverse inference at trial.108
ii.

Defense in the ECCC

The ECCC recognized the rights of the accused listed in the 1966 International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights, specifically Article 14 and 15.109Among those rights are right
“to a fair and public hearing; to be presumed innocent until proven
guilty; to engage a counsel of his or her choice; to have adequate
time and facilities for the preparation of his or her defense; to have
counsel provided if he or she does not have sufficient means to pay
for it; and to examine or have examined the witnesses against him
or her.”110
Internal Rules provide that “[e]very person suspected or prosecuted…at every stage of
the proceedings shall be informed of his/her right to remain silent.”111During trial, with the
permission of the Chamber, the Co-Prosecutors and all other parties and their lawyers have the
right to question the accused.112The accused shall also be called upon by the President of the
Chamber to make his/her closing statements.113
G. Evidence rules
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i.

Evidence rules: civil law vs. common law

As discussed above, civil law judges are tasked with eliciting relevant evidence and
uncovering truth. To discharge the judicial responsibility, civil law judges have broad discretion
over evidence. They, unlike their counterparts in common law, do not have to wait for the parties
to present evidence to the court, they can introduce evidence at their own initiative and may also
order parties to disclose relevant evidence in their possession.114Furthermore, instead of waiting
for parties to bring in expert, civil law judges have authority to appoint experts themselves.115
Subject to a few restrictions, any evidence in civil law is admissible as long as it helps
judge finding the truth.116 In contrast, due to the jury in criminal trial, the admission of evidence
in common law are subject to detailed and complicated evidence rules.117 Common law judges
must confine themselves to evidence presented by parties,118they are also responsible to make
sure the evidence rules are being followed by prosecution and defense.
As explained by a scholar, the distinctive approaches of the two systems derive from the
difference between them:
In adjudicating guilt, [civil law] criminal proceedings turn upon the
findings of either a single judge, a panel of judges or a ‘mixed
panel’ of both professional and lay jurists. As a result, the
determination of law and fact, along with guilt and punishment, are
unified in one body. This provides a marked contrast to trial
proceedings in the adversarial system where the presiding judge
114
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decides questions of law and guilt determination is normally the
obligation of a jury, whose composition embodies members of the
general public.119
ii.

Evidence in the ECCC

a. Evidence collection
Following civil law tradition, defense and civil party in the ECCC have no obligation to
gather evidence for their case themselves; the obligation falls onto the Co-Prosecutors and CoInvestigating Judges.
During the preliminary investigation, Judicial Police Officers or Investigators of ECCC
may search for and gather relevant evidence at the request of the Co-Prosecutors.120 After the
case being passed to Co-Investigating Judges, the power of collecting evidence passes to the CoInvestigating Judges.121 Even the accused has no obligation to collect evidence for his case, he
does have right “to examine evidence against them and obtain the presentation and examination
of evidence on their behalf under the same conditions as evidence against them.”122 Note that the
Co-Prosecutors have statutory duty in their Introductory Submissions to disclose to the CoInvestigating Judges any material that the Co-Prosecutors know “may suggest the innocence or
mitigate the guilt of the Suspect or the Charged Person or affect the credibility of the prosecution
evidence.”123In the same vein, the Co-Investigating Judges share the same duty. They are
required to “conduct their investigation impartially, whether the evidence is inculpatory or
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exculpatory.”124Although not taking out the investigation themselves, the Charged Person and
the civil party do have right to ask the Co-investigating Judges to collect evidence for them.
They may “request the Co-Investigating Judges to interview… question witnesses, go to a site,
order expertise or collect other evidence on [their] behalf.”125 The Co-Investigating Judges may
deny the request, and the denial could be appealed to the Pre-Trial Chamber.126
The Co-Investigating Judge and the Chamber may seek expert opinion,127 other parties,
including their representing lawyers and Co-Prosecutors may request the Co-Investigating
Judges or the Chamber to “appoint additional experts to conduct new examinations or to reexamine a matter already the subject of an expert report.”128 The Co-Investigating Judges or the
Chamber may deny the request.129The denial of the Chamber is final; while the denial of the CoInvestigating Judge could be appealed to the Pre-Trial Chamber.130
b. Admissibility of evidence
As in other civil law jurisdictions, the ECCC enjoy broad judicial discretion in regard to
evidence admission.
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The Internal Rules provide that all evidence is admissible unless prohibited by the
rules.131 The trial Chamber may reject a request for evidence when it finds the proposed evidence
is:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Irrelevant or repetitious;
Impossible to obtain within a reasonable time;
Unsuitable to prove the facts it purports to prove;
Not allowed under the law; or
Intended to prolong proceedings or is frivolous.132

During trial, the Chamber enjoys great judicial discretion in regard to evidence. To
discharge their duty of ascertaining the truth, the Chamber, “on its own initiative or at the request
of a party,” may call or hear any person as a witness before the Chamber or admit any new
evidence they deem conducive to finding the truth.133
In align with the civil law tradition and its goal of finding the truth, the confessions of the
Charged Person shall be given the same evidentiary consideration as other forms of evidence.134
There is no jury in the ECCC, judges from the Chambers play the role of gatekeeper,
factfinder and adjudicator of law during trial. Many evidence rules, including exclusionary rule,
authentication rules, hearsay rules, which serve mainly jury trial in common law tradition, have
long been criticized in various legal literatures.135Dean Wigmore blamed the exclusionary rule
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not helping the truth, but a game-rules for setting aside the verdict.136As a tribunal without jury,
the ECCC does not need those evidentiary rules created in the consideration of the frailty of
jurors’ mind.
The lapse of time between the Khmer Rouge regime 1975 to 1979 and the start of the
operation of the ECCC around 2006 cause a lot concerns in regard to the evidence before the
tribunal. During Case 002, the 11th Plenary Session of the ECCC made some amendments to the
Internal Rules to expedite the case.137 One of the amendment is to “allow the Trial Chamber to
reduce the scope of the trial by excluding certain facts set out in the indictment, as long as the
remaining facts…are representative of the scope of the indictment.”138 This amendment
understandably caused stir among the Civil Parties who were in fear that their victims’ stories
and their sufferings would not be heard in trial.139Nevertheless, the ECCC’s decision is justified
to expedite the trial in consideration of the deteriorating health condition of the accused in Case
2, Khieu Samphan and Nuon Chea. I think the trial judges in an international criminal court
should be granted the discretion to exclude certain facts as evidence. Usually, the cases before
the international tribunal involve hundreds of thousands victims, it would be extremely time and
resource consuming to present and admit all evidence presented by the victims before court.
Conducting trial without jury is probably the most noticeable different tradition of civil
law from common law. There is only a handful of nations around the world have adopted jury
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trial.140I think it is also the best option to manage the trail in such large scale. Even a jury trial is
attempted, it would be tremendously difficult to empanel an unbiased jury from Cambodia due to
the infamous history of Khmer Rouge regime, the publicity of the case and the trial. Some
scholars do recommend trained international jury for international criminal tribunal though.141
But the conceivable difficulties would make it attainable: the already limited fund of the ECCC,
the reluctant Cambodian government to lose more autonomy of the trial; even these difficulties
are solved, the time needed to train those international jury would put further strain on the ECCC
which had already taken measures to expedite the trial, in addition, there is no readily available
procedure or experience to follow for the training.
All in all, I think the civil law tradition regarding evidence fits the ECCC better than
common law tradition. Granting judge more authority and discretion to deal with evidence makes
the whole legal proceeding more manageable and expeditious if justice so requires.
H. Victim participation
Victim participation is an area where practice differs significantly from jurisdiction to
jurisdiction, not strictly distinguishable between common law or civil law tradition.142 The
United Nations have laid out principles and guideline recognizing the victims’ rights of
international crimes, one is UN Declaration of Basic Principles of Justice for Victims of Crime
and Abuse of Power, UNGA Res A/RES/40/34, 29 November 1985 (“UN Victims’
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Declaration”), the other is UN Basic Principles and Guidelines on the Rights to Remedy and
Reparation for Victims of Gross Violations of International Human Rights and Serious
Violations of International Humanitarian Law, UNGA Res 60/147, 16 December 2004 (“UN
Basic Principles on Remedy and Reparation”).
i.

Civil party
UN Basic Principles on Justice for Victims of Crime provide that the judicial process

should allow “the views and concerns of victims to be presented and considered at appropriate
stages of the proceedings where their personal interests are affected, without prejudice to the
accused and consistent with the relevant national criminal justice system.”143 While the text does
not indicate what an “appropriate stages of proceedings” should be, it is conceivable it varies
among nation’s legal practices.
The International Criminal Tribunals for the former Yugoslavia (“ICTY”) and
International Criminal Tribunals for Rwanda (“ICTR”), both ad hoc tribunals failed to
adequately address victims participation issues. Victims from both tribunals are neither allowed
to participate in the proceeding nor entitled to reparations for damages suffered from the crime
tried before the tribunals.144 Realize the limitation of excluding victims from the criminal
proceedings, Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court and Rules of Evidence and
Procedure of International Criminal Court added expansive victim participatory rights in
international criminal proceedings, which was widely applauded by legal scholars and
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international community.145 It was the first time that victims are given the most comprehensive
participatory rights in criminal proceeding.146Those rights including right to
make opening and closing statements, question a witness, and have
their views taken into account in a host of matters, these matters
include the initiation of an investigation, decision to hold a hearing
on confirmation of charges on the absence of the defendant,
whether to amend the charges, whether to conduct joint or separate
trials, and how to evaluate an admission of guilt.147
Domestic jurisdictions allowing victims joined as civil parties often grant them extensive
rights in trial proceedings. In France, civil parties have rights to “request expert evidence, to ask
questions or make observations during interrogations, cross-examinations, and hearings, to crossexamine the accused, to request transfer of the case to another jurisdiction or disqualification of
the Judge.”148Criminal Procedure Code of Cambodia, which borrowed and modeled after French
criminal procedures, also provides extensive participatory rights for victims, such as request the
investigating judge to “interview him/her, interview witnesses, interview the accused person,
cross examination or go to the site;”149summons of a witness;150right to be represented and
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accompanied by a lawyer before court;151right to ask questions and raise objections;152right to
make written submission attached to the dossier;153right to make closing statement;154right to file
challenge against trial judge.155
As discussed above, the ECCC functions within the existing Cambodian court structure,
correspondingly, the Cambodian procedural rules regarding victim participation apply in the
ECCC. In fact, the Internal Rules promulgated relevant provisions to make sure the same
principles would be recognized and carried out in the ECCC.156Considering the nature of the
crime before the ECCC and concern of opening a floodgate of victim complains, the Internal
Rules adopted two mechanisms, one is Victims Support Section; the other is Civil Party Lead
Co-Lawyer’s Section.157These rules mirror the rules on common legal representation adopted in
the Rules of Procedure and Evidence of the International Criminal Court.158 It is noted that
victim participatory rights in the ECCC is broader than any other international criminal
proceedings.159
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Including victims as civil party into the ECCC proceeding is in line with Cambodia
domestic criminal practice also trend of international criminal proceedings. It not only meets the
expectation of Cambodian people, as it is the procedure currently employed in Cambodia, but
also meets the international standard. Furthermore, the mechanisms adopted by the ECCC
facilitate the trial proceedings while making the victim participation more manageable.
Distinguishable from ICTY and ICTR, both of which were located outside of the countries where
the crimes tried took place.160This arrangement “creates a number of challenges and difficulties,
principally involving making the trial accessible and meaningful to those victims in whose name
justice is pronounced….it will not be accessible to those who should in the first instance be able
to attend.”161
Unfortunately, the broad victim participation would add more financial burden on the
ECCC which often faces financial constraints. The ECCC has repeatedly expressed their
concerns of the quality of the tribunal work due to financial constraints. In one instance, the
ECCC had to reduce the weekly hearing days and only conduct proceedings from Monday to
Wednesday.162 The ECCC had repeated communicated to relevant UN bodies “of the difficulties
it is experiencing as a consequence pf not having enough staff to conduct work in an efficient
and thorough manner.”163Both Victims Support Section and Civil Party Lead Co-Lawyer’s
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Section, the two main mechanism managing victim participation need funding to make sure they
adequately work for the interests of the victims. But the quality of the work would surly had and
continue to suffer due to the constant financial constraints.
ii.

Reparation
Reparation for a criminal victims is recognized in both domestic and international

criminal proceedings. UN Basic Principles on Remedy and Reparation includes five reparation
measures: restitution, compensation, rehabilitation, satisfaction and guarantees of nonrepetition.164
The practice of victim’s reparation various from nation to nation. The way of how
compensation is computed varies from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. Ireland and USA have a
narrower definition as the compensation relates to actual expenses rather than pain or suffering;
while Australia, Denmark, England and Wales, Germany include damages for pain and
suffering.165
The Internal Rules make it clear that the purposes of bring victims before the ECCC are
to “support the prosecution” and to “seek collective and moral reparations.”166 In limiting the
reparation to “collective and moral,” the Internal Rules in effect forbid victims to claim
individual or material reparations before the ECCC. The Internal Rule provides the cost of the
reparations “shall be borne by the convicted person,” or by an external project which has been
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“designed or identified in cooperation with the Victim Support Section and have secured
sufficient external funding.”
In Case 001, the ECCC has granted two of civil parties’ requests, one is their names be
included in the final judgment, with specification of their connection with the crimes committed
at S-21167; the other is a request for the compilation and publication of the apologies made by the
accused Kaing Guek Eav during the trial.168 The ECCC rejected all other requests made by civil
parties by of either lacking specificity, or beyond the scope of available reparations before the
ECCC.169 The trial chamber’s approach of reparations in Case 001 disappointed many victim
groups and has been strongly criticized by international human rights organizations.170
In order to provide a meaningful reparations, the ECCC should refine their understanding
and definition of “reparation” to include a wide range of reparation measures recognized and
applied in international courts. Furthermore, the ECCC should recognize all eligible projects
under Internal Rules 23 quinquies 3(b) and permit innovate projects, for example, voluntary
monetary donations, to fulfill the goal of reparations.
IV.

A brief review of other international criminal tribunals
There has been three international criminal tribunals which the ECCC could draw lessons

from their operation. They are International Military Tribunal at Nuremberg (“IMT at
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Nuremberg”), International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (“ICTR”), International Criminal
Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (“ICTY”), Special Courts in Sierra Leone (“SCSL”) and
Special Courts in Lebanon (“SCL”)
i.

International Military Tribunal at Nuremberg

The first time the international community confronted with the question of civil or
common law tradition perhaps was the negotiation and creation of International Military
Tribunal in 1945.171 The four-power in the London Conference discussing the proposal of setting
up IMT at Nuremberg were the United States of America, Great Britain, France and Soviet
Union.
After long debating and compromising, all delegates agreed to adopt the adversarial
system, which was later noted was better “suitable for duly protecting the rights of the accused”
compared to civil law system advocated by France and Soviet Union.172Nevertheless, the IMT
opted for the more flexible civil law rules of evidence. In IMT Charter, it declared “[t]he
Tribunal shall not be bound by technical rules of evidence. It shall adopt and apply to the greatest
possible extent expeditious and non-technical procedure, and shall admit any evidence which it
deems to have probative value.”173 The later International Military Tribunal for the Far East
allowed even broader admission of evidence. Its Charter provides “[t]he Tribunal shall not be
bound by technical rules of evidence. It shall adopt and apply to the greatest possible extent
expeditious and non-technical procedure, and shall admit any evidence which it deems to have
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probative value. All purported admissions or statements of the accused are admissible”174 The
right of the accused to a fair trial, which played a significant role for IMT to adopt common law
as its primary operating system has developed tremendously following World War II. The right
to a fair trial was recognized as a basic human rights, in both international and reginal levels.175
ii.

ICTY, ICTR and SCSL

Like IMT, although widely acknowledged to be adversarial in nature, the ICTY
implemented a continental evidentiary approach and active judiciary in its Rules of Procedure
and Evidence.176The Rules of Procedure and Evidence of ICTY has been of great influence over
the later established international criminal tribunals. Pursuant to the ICTR Statute, the ICTR
adopted the almost identical Rules of Procedure and Evidence of ITCY as its own rules.177 In
addition, the Statute of the SCSL provides that “[t]he Rule of Procedure and Evidence of the
International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda obtaining at the time of the establishment of the
Special Curt shall be applicable mutatis mutandis to the conduct of the legal proceedings before
the Special Court.” 178
The judges of the SCSL Appeals Chamber are required to follow the guidance by the
decisions of the Appeals Chamber of both ICTY and ICTR.179 But there was no binding
precedents and the decision from the appeal chambers are not binding upon other trial for both
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ICTY and ICTR.180 With no doubt, the lack of binding precedent in a predominately common
law system would not be fair to defendant.
It has been suggested that ICTY’s adoption of adversarial system was due to the fact that
the main drafter of the statutes of the ICTY were from common law countries.181The drafter of
the ICTY Rules of Procedure and Evidence were also from common law jurisdictions.182The
international community’s newly recognized human right also played a role in ICTY’s adoption
of common law tradition. As discussed earlier, after World War II, the right of the accused to a
fair trial was included into basic human rights, many critics agreed that the adversarial system
was more suitable to offering protection to the right of the accused.183But there are many other
mechanism could be used to prevent the official abuse and to protect the right of the accused,
including “holding offending officials civilly and criminally liable, subjecting law enforcement
activity to prosecutorial oversight and enforcing strict internal discipline”184The neutrality
associated with the pre-trial investigation of civil law also add protection to the accused’s right,
for example, the requirement of prosecution seeking not only inculpatory, but also exculpatory
evidence and the judicial supervision of prosecution’s investigation.185 Unfortunately, the ICTY
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selected civil law’s evidence rules, but the safeguards in civil law system described above were
absent in the ICTY.186
iii.

Special Courts in Lebanon (“SCL”)

Like Cambodia, Lebanon was a colony of France, and the judicial and legal system of
Lebanon has adopted French civil law tradition.187The SCL Statute provides that the domestic
criminal code and criminal procedure be adopted by the Tribunal.188 Pursuant to the statute, the
domination of domestic rules does not exclude international standard, instead, the statute
provides “the judges shall be guided…by the Lebanese Code of Criminal Procedure, as well as
by other reference materials reflecting the highest standards of international criminal procedure,
with a view to ensuring a fair and expeditious trial.”189 It is indicated that the “reference
materials” include the rules of procedure and evidence of other international criminal tribunals:
ICTY, ICTR, SCSL and ICC.190 So like ECCC, SCL is also a hybrid tribunal with civil law
tradition as its primary operating system.
V.

Conclusion
Although the ad hoc international criminal tribunals share some common features, the

unique context of different tribunals proved that different legal structures work. Except the wellrecognized advantages of the legal systems, other factors influence the adoption of civil or
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common law system, as noted above, include the legal system of the countries where the
tribunals are located; countries who participated in negotiating and setting up the tribunals; the
relative political power of those participating countries; the development of international human
rights.
Some ad hoc courts work well with common law system, like ICTY and ICTR and
SCSL; but others, like SCL, civil law work wonderfully as well. It is this memorandum’s
position that the ECCC’s adoption of civil law as its main operating system is a better option
than common law system in the context of Cambodia. As in other international criminal
tribunals, most of the legal proceedings before the ECCC has followed the civil law tradition, but
as we can see from the above analysis, the common law elements could be seen along the whole
proceedings, or the combination of both legal traditions.
No matter which legal tradition a tribunal follows, it should be aimed to achieve the
ultimate objectives of the tribunals. As one scholar rightly noted “in interpreting a provision that
reflects a feature of a particular system, it would be incorrect to import that feature wholesale
into the Tribunal without first testing whether this would promote the object and purpose of a fair
and expeditious trail in the international setting of the Tribunal.”191
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